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About 
Ashwood Builders Established in February 2007, Ashwood have become a trusted local 

family name providing only the best in building services across the Hampshire region. 

As the business grew, the introduction of Renewable Energy Solutions was introduced to the 

Ashwood family of services, so in November 2011, Ashwood Solar Ltd was established. 

A proud family run local Hampshire business with over 15 years’ experience in the building 

and construction sector with a history off carrying out all its projects on time and within the 

budget set by our Clients and occasionally under budget. We pride ourselves in leaving our 

clients with a product that is finished to a high standard often exceeding their own 

expectations. We have a system in place where should they ever need to call us after we 

have finished, we will make a return visit as soon as possible to see what we can do to help. 

This service is free of charge to all our clients we have worked for. 

 

What makes Ashwood unique 

Ashwood Building and Construction is your one stop firm who are professional in all we do 

and friendly in our approach to you and all your questions. We will hang one door for you or 

design and build a complete extension. We can design supply and fit or just fit your kitchen 

and bathroom. No job is too small for us. Our motto is “From Start to Finish”. 

 

Why Ashwood is the perfect choice 

If you are looking for a Builder who can carry out all stages and covering all trades to 

complete your project, who are able to communicate with you at all times about all stages 

and sort any problems, listen to what you want and give free advice, but most importantly 

leave you with a project that you are happy with and we are proud of. 
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Extensions 
 

Extend your home, garage or loft 
Extensions can take many shapes and sizes we cover all aspects of the build From Planning 

to completion, be it a single storey kitchen extension or a two-storey bedroom with en-suite 

extension. We plan the whole project from foundations, brickwork, carpentry, plumbing, 

electrical installation, plastering, decorating and all roof works. 

Extending your living space is very popular and undertaken by many home owners looking 

to re-invest in their home. Have you considered all the points required, i.e. extension design, 

legal requirements, construction regulations and planning? Ashwood can provide 

consultancy if required to ensure your extension is delivered on time, in budget and meets all 

the required legislation and building regulations. 

Key Reasons 
Extensions from Ashwood, a family run local business based in Hampshire, we have a 

reputation for providing only the highest quality workmanship time and time again. With our 

agile and highly multi-skilled team of builders, carpenters and craftsman, the team for your 

extension project is right here. 

• Numerous extensions completed to date 

• Federation of Master Builders registered 

• Providing all materials, labour, equipment and services 

• Carefully selected subcontractors if needed, most are 15+ years relationship 

• Applying for or assisting in the application process for building permits 

• Monitoring schedule and cash flow 

• Maintaining accurate records 

• Ensuring a clean, safe and secure project site 

• Over 30 years of experience in the building and construction trade 

Extension options 
Home extension 

Home extension projects delivered by Ashwood include modern build, grade-listed and 

owner owned council property extensions and the projects have included small extensions to 

larger scale to help increase living space and provide the desired solution.  

Garage extension 

A garage extension to allow for another car, or simply to provide storage space along side 

the current garage, or are you looking to add a garage to your property? Maybe you want to 

convert your garage to a home office space? Whatever your need Ashwood can deliver to 

exceptional standards a garage extension that will provide the desired solution.  

Loft extension 

Loft extensions will allow for increased living space and support your growing family or home 

run business. Ashwood provide loft extensions services which can include planning, design, 

structural considerations and roof joist adjustments where required. You can be confident 

that your loft extension from Ashwood will be the best finish that excels our customers 

expectations time and time again. 
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Installations 
 

Installation of your new Kitchen or Bathroom  
Full installation services for improving your home or extra living space is made simple with 

Ashwood. With a team ready to help install your new kitchen, both full or part installation is 

just one area Ashwood can help, we also offer the same options for your Bathroom 

installation requirements. 

Key Reasons 
Kitchen and bathroom installations demand the highest quality finish and precision when 

installing. Our family run Hampshire based installation team will provide the highest quality 

workmanship every time. Ashwood can support all aspects of the installation process from 

planning and consultancy through to removal and install with all your gas, water and electric 

fitted and installed as part of the process by our team, as an FMB registered company, our 

tradesman are all certified respectively i.e. Gas Safe, NICEIC and NAPIT registered for 

example. 

• Numerous Kitchens and Bathrooms installed to date 

• Federation of Master Builders registered 

• Providing all materials, labour, equipment and services 

• Carefully selected subcontractors if needed, most are 15+ years relationship 

• Monitoring schedule and cash flow 

• Maintaining accurate records 

• Ensuring a clean, safe and secure project site 

• Over 30 years of experience in the building and construction trades 

Installation options 
Kitchen installation 

Kitchen fitting and design is a very popular service we can provide a specialist kitchen 

designer to come to your home and go through your ideas and transform them into plans 

and pictures. We will then order your kitchen and fit it for you and leave you with your dream 

kitchen completed. 

Bathroom installation 

We can supply and fit or just fit your bathroom to your design covering all aspects of the 

work including the tiling and decorating. 
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Conversions 
 

Convert your garage, shed, home office, loft or outbuilding 
Converting any one of your loft, garage, outbuilding or home office spaces into a more 

practical space for your family’s growing needs can be a daunting task, Ashwood team are 

highly skilled and well adverse to handling everything including consultation and any 

required applications for planning or permissions through to certificates for change of use for 

example. 

Key Reasons 
Converting a space requires both the correct company to provide the highest quality finish, 

but more importantly, one that will also provide all the correct paperwork and deliver to the 

demanding building regulations levels demanded of today’s building companies. 

 Ashwood provide all of this in one easy solution, so you don’t have to worry. 

• Numerous conversions completed to date 

• Federation of Master Builders registered 

• Providing all materials, labour, equipment and services 

• Carefully selected subcontractors if needed, most are 15+ years relationship 

• Applying for or assisting in the application process for building permits 

• Monitoring schedule and cash flow 

• Maintaining accurate records. 

• Ensuring a clean, safe and secure project site 

• Over 30 years of experience in the building and construction trades 

Conversion options 
Garage conversion 

The Garage conversion is becoming very popular, just a door way away from your new 

office, study or gym. The process can be quite straightforward and cost effective. 

Garage conversions provide a fantastic and lower cost alternative to a full extension to 

accommodate a new spare room or home office. This space can be utilised very easily with 

the right team and paperwork to a more usable space to accommodate your growing family 

needs. 

Shed conversion 

External brick or timber sheds can be converted to a space more home friendly, maybe as a 

utility room or even a games room for your home, maybe your looking to make the workshop 

space you have dreamed of a reality, with Ashwood we can make this happen. 

Home office conversion 

Home offices are great but when you outgrow your office and move to rented offices, you will 

want to convert your old home office space to something more usable. This may include a 

storage room, utility room or even converted into a spare room, how about an annex to bring 

your family all together, whatever your requirements are, our team can consult and provide a 

fully converted space to your specific needs. 
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Loft conversion 

Our loft extensions are also popular way of getting the extra room you need without having 

to move. We project manage the whole job for you and leave you with that ideal office 

space, bedroom with en-suite or maybe it's just your space for that quiet time. Maybe you 

want that Dormer to look out from or just some roof windows fitted. 

Loft conversions provide a very cost-effective way to provide you living space with that new 

spare room for guests with or without an en-suite or to become the new home office for your 

enterprising business venture you have been yearning for the past few years. 

Outbuilding conversion 

Outbuilding conversions are made simple when re-utilising any extra space. Our team at 

Ashwood can assist with everything from the paperwork through to the full construction and 

planning. Our friendly family run team are here to help. 
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Refurbishments 
Refurbish your home, office, outbuilding, garage and more. 
Refurbishing your entire home, an old outbuilding, your garage space or even a home office. 

Ashwood provide full or part renovation and refurbishment services to cater for all your 

requirements. 

Our team will help make your refurbished space clean, bright and fresh again, ready for its 

new re-purposed goal. We can assist with initial consultation, planning applications and 

checking all the boxes for building regulations through to complete project management and 

full refurbishment works all being undertaken by our highly skilled and certified workforce of 

multi-trade staff. 

Key Reasons 

Refurbishments of new and old structures both internal and external require careful 

considerations before and enduring the works. Ashwood, with our wealth of experience and 

highly skilled workforce can provide you with the confidence that “we have seen it all before” 

so will avoid the mistakes others may encounter due to our many years of experience. 

• Numerous refurbishments completed to date 

• Federation of Master Builders registered 

• Providing all materials, labour, equipment and services 

• Carefully selected subcontractors if needed, most are 15+ years relationship 

• Applying for or assisting in the application process for building permits 

• Monitoring schedule and cash flow 

• Maintaining accurate records 

• Ensuring a clean, safe and secure project site 

• Over 30 years of experience in the building and construction trades 

Refurbishment options 
Home refurbishment 

We can give your home that refurbishment you wish you could do but you just don’t have the 

time for, or maybe you have just bought your new home and want it redecorated before you 

move in. Are you thinking off selling and you just want to spruce it up? What you see on 

those TV shows when they sell after the paint job it can happen for you. We can give you 

free advice on what will help and how to go about it. 

Outbuilding refurbishment 

From mould removal and full internal wall re-plastering and finishing through to structural 

footings being re-enforced and brickwork re-pointing. From the foundations through to the 

buildings roof, or lack there-of, our team here at Ashwood can assist in all aspects of your 

refurbishment project. 

Garage refurbishment 

Garage refurbishments can be demanding, from removal of old asbestos materials by 

qualified specialists, through to a new door, roof, or insulation and drylining to remove damp 

or condensation. Some garage floors need to be re-surfaced to provide a cleaner safer 

garage space to work on your treasured vehicle. What ever you need Ashwood team of 

highly skilled tradesman for, we have your garage refurbishment covered.  
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Trade Services 
Electricians, Plumbers, Roofers, Bricklayers, Builders…… 
We at Ashwood can supply all trades from one source to complete your project no matter 

how big or small. You want a bathroom tiled, we can do it for you.  

Need your hall stairs and landing plastered and decorated we can do this for you. We will 

project mange the work from start to finish so you don’t have to worry about getting that 

follow on trade to arrive on time or explain to the builder you have been let down causing 

you to potentially incur delay costs.  

We only use professional trade’s men and our gas work is undertaken and covered by gas 

safe certified gas engineers only (replaces corgi) and the electrical work is carried out by 

NICEIC, part P qualified electricians. 

Key Reasons 
When you need more than one tradesman or service for your project, it can be a time-

consuming task to manage multiple trades, that if you get it wrong will most likely incur 

charges for delays and further costs to your project. Our team with part or all of this, 

providing you with more time to focus on what matters more the selection of finishing’s, 

types of materials etc. the nice parts.  

• Numerous trades available both direct or through our subcontractor network 

• Federation of Master Builders registered 

• Providing all materials, labour, equipment and services 

• Carefully selected subcontractors if needed, most are 11+ years relationship 

• Applying for or assisting in the application process for building permits 

• Monitoring schedule and cash flow 

• Maintaining accurate records 

• Ensuring a clean, safe and secure project site 

• Over 18 years of experience in the building and construction 

 

Trade options 
Electrical trade services 

Our electricians are all NICEIC certified to ensure any electrical work we undertake for you is 

not only safe and to the highest regulatory standards, you can be assured it also adheres to 

the electrical standards demanded by the NICEIC. 

Plumber trade services 

Plumbing services can include a leaky pipe to fixing complete bathroom or drainage 

pipework being installed. Our plumbers will always deliver only the highest quality 

workmanship that exceeds industry required standards. So, for your new bathroom, kitchen 

sink, internal home pipework requirements, one of our highly skilled plumbers are ready to 

help. 

Roofing trade services 

Roofers help keep the weather outside, those nights of heavy rain and howling winds are all 

kept at bay by the high-quality workmanship that only our team of skilled roofers can provide. 
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From roof tile repairs and replacements through to complete new build and existing building 

roof installation, we have you covered. For all you roofing rafters and skylight window 

wrapped in a beautifully finished porcelain or slate tile finish (others available), our team are 

on hand to help. 

Bricklaying trade services 

Bricklayers are the foundation of any structure, they start at the ground and build their 

brickwork up to form the seamless structural design your project demands. 

Brickwork takes many shapes, from straight sharp edges to swooping curves, our highly 

skilled bricklayers will deliver above your expectations for any wall or building works you may 

require. 

Builder trade services 

Building services cover a wide spectrum of things, from small fixes to complete renovations 

and builds. Our team of highly skilled builders covering all aspects of building works will be 

able to complete your project using their building trade skills to ensure only the highest 

quality workmanship is included in the result. 

Plastering trade services 

Plasterers are a special breed; the smooth finish and sharp corner edges provide your home 

with the exacting high calibre result you would come to expect of our plastering tradesman. 

When only the best will do, our friendly plasterers are always able to make any bad render 

issue or brick wall look like a beautiful canvas ready for paint. 

Carpentry trade services 

Carpentry skills demand precision and millimetre perfect cuts, our carpenters have exactly 

this, a keen eye for precision and millimetre perfect accuracy. 

Our carpenters provide perfect kitchen worktop finishes through to complete staircases, 

garden decking, log cabins, summerhouses or even an outbuilding. Our carpenters are 

some of the best in the industry. Find out for yourself today. 

Window fitting trade services 

Window fitters provide you a picture frame to the outside word while keeping you warm and 

cosy. Our team of window fitters can provide some of the best workmanship and finishes to 

your new windows and doors when installed by us. 

From new build installations to replacement of blown double glazing through to complete 

home window and doors being upgraded to improve your properties energy rating levels. 

Whatever the purpose, our skilled windows fitting team are ready to discuss your project. 
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Air Source Heat Pumps 
 

Heat your home from the outside in. 
An air source heat pump extracts heat from the outside air in the same way that a fridge 

extracts heat from its inside. It can extract heat from the air even when the outside 

temperature is as low as minus -15° C. 

Heat pumps have some impact on the environment as they need electricity to run, but the 

heat they extract from the ground, air, or water is constantly being renewed naturally. 

Unlike gas or oil boilers, heat pumps deliver heat at lower temperatures over much longer 

periods. 

This means that during the winter they are left on 24/7 to heat your home efficiently. For 

every KWH of energy used from the Grid they generate another 2 or 3KWH of heat 

depending on system from the air outside. It’s like getting something for free. 

It also means that radiators should never feel as hot to the touch as they would do when 

using a gas or oil boiler. 

Key Reasons 
Air source heat Pumps are a cost-effective method to reduce your carbon emissions and 

footprint while reducing your monthly household running costs. Our team of certified 

installers are approved in the installation of both air-to-air and air-to-water heat pump 

solutions. 

• Numerous heat pump solutions installed to date 

• Microgeneration Certification Scheme (MCS) certified 

• Renewable Energy Consumer Code (RECC) member 

• Providing all materials, labour, equipment and services 

• Mitsubishi Electric, Samsung and Hitachi certified partner installers 

• Valliant Trained BPEC qualified   

• Ensuring a clean, safe and secure project site 

• Over 5 years of experience in the Renewable Energy industry sector 

Air Source Heat Pump options 
Air-to-water heat pumps 

An air-to-water system distributes heat via your wet central heating system. Heat pumps 

work much more efficiently at a lower temperature than a standard boiler system would. So, 

they are more suitable for under floor heating systems or larger radiators, which give out 

heat at lower temperatures over longer periods of time. Heat from the air is absorbed into a 

fluid that is pumped through a heat exchanger in the heat pump. Low-grade heat from the 

outside air is then extracted by the refrigeration system and, after passing through the heat 

pump compressor, is concentrated into a higher temperature useful heat capable of heating 

water for the heating and hot water circuits of the house. 

Air-to-air heat pumps 

An air-to-air system produces warm air that is circulated by fans to heat your home. They are 

unlikely to provide you with hot water as well.  
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Solar Thermal 
 

Solar thermal solutions for your home, home office or outbuildings. 
Solar thermal solutions for residential home owners will improve your homes energy rating 

and reduce your carbon emissions as a household in general. 

Our team of highly skilled RECC, NAPIT, MCS, certified installers are available to discuss 

using renewable energy solutions for your homes hot water requirements. 

Solar thermal solutions can help with heating indoor or outdoor swimming pools and 

household hot water. 

Help reduce harmful greenhouse gas emissions when you have solar thermal solutions 

installed by our certified installers. 

Key Reasons 
Solar thermal solutions help not only reduce greenhouse gasses but can also significantly 

reduce your utility bills all year round. Certified and approved by MCS, NAPIT and RECC. 

You can rest assured and enjoy the quality workmanship of Ashwood solar installation 

services. 

• Various types of Solar Thermal Solutions installed to date 

• Microgeneration Certification Scheme (MCS) certified 

• Renewable Energy Consumer Code (RECC) member 

• Providing all materials, labour, equipment and services 

• Glow warm and Vaillant certified installer 

• Ensuring a clean, safe and secure project site 

• Over 5 years of experience in the Renewable Energy industry sector 

Solar Thermal options 
Solar thermal solutions that use utilise radiation from the sun and heat up residential water 

supplies, providing useful heat typically at temperatures up to 65°C. A solar thermal system 

will consist of a flow and return water glycol circuit, solar collectors, heat exchanger your hot 

solar thermal water cylinder, expansion vessel and pipes. The Collectors on an average 

system would normally only be 2 in number can be either flat panel in or on roof system or 

on a A frame on flat roofs. Or evacuated glass tube systems on roof 

Solar thermal systems are capable of producing around 65% or more of a typical domestic 

household’s demand for hot water during a year. Solar thermal systems collectors are 

typically working at temperatures between 100°C and 200°C.These systems even work in 

the Winter months as long as the sun is shining the system will preheat the lower part of the 

cylinder, thus reducing the work the Heat pump has to do or even your boiler if you have a 

gas boiler as solar thermal works with all types of Heating systems as it is a standalone 

system. 
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Accreditations 
 

Accreditations & certifications. 
Since Ashwood’s formation, our team have taken the company from strength to strength, 

earning a highly valued reputation within Hampshire and the south coast as one of the 

leading building firms for any domestic or commercial project. 

Our list of accreditations’, registration with the named associations and the team’s 

certifications show our commitment to provide only the highest quality of workmanship to all 

our clients. 

 

 

Federation of Master Builders 
Ashwood Building & Construction are registered members of the FMB 
association and our workmanship is accredited to the required levels 
of the FMB. 

 

Mitsubishi 
Ensuring end users receive a consistently high level of installation and 
designed to raise industry standards.  

 

Samsung 
Freedom Heat Pumps approved Samsung air source heat pump 
installer, ensuring high quality installation levels that meet the high 
standards of Samsung. 

 

Hitachi 
Freedom Heat Pumps approved Hitachi air source heat pump 
installer, ensuring high quality installation levels that meet the high 
standards of Hitachi. 

 

National Association of Professional 
Inspectors and Testers  
NAPIT is one of the leading Government authorised and United 
Kingdom Accreditation Service (UKAS) accredited membership 
scheme operators in the building services and fabric sector. For 
consumers this means access to installers who have demonstrated 
their competence and undertaken to comply with the requirements of 
particular schemes with regard to quality, safety and compliance. 
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Microgeneration Certification Scheme (MCS) 
Microgeneration Certification Scheme (MCS) is a nationally 
recognised quality assurance scheme, supported by the Department 
for Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy. 

 

Renewable Energy Consumer Code (RECC) 
The aim of the Renewable Energy Consumer Code is to ensure that 
consumers wishing to install a small-scale heat or power generation 
unit for their homes have the necessary confidence and service 
standards so that they can make an informed choice. 

 

TSI 
The Consumer Codes Approval Scheme is facilitated self-regulation. It 
aims to promote consumer interests by setting out the principles of 
effective customer service and protection. It goes above and beyond 
consumer law obligations and sets a higher standard, showing 
consumers clearly - through the right to display the CTSI approved 
code logo - that code members can be trusted. 

 

 

Accreditations 
 

FMB 

URL: https://www.fmb.org.uk/member-builders/ashwood-building-and-construction-

ltd-po11-1js/  

Federation of Master Builders (FMB) 

The Federation of Master Builders or FMB as most call it, have strict membership criteria 

that Ashwood Building & Construction have needed to pass to obtain membership and 

become a registered company with the FMB. 

The criteria breaks down to the following: 

• Signed up to the FMB Code of Practice. 

• Confirmed our trading address/details. 

• Ensure VAT registration. 

• Show that Employer and public liability insurance is in place. 

• Ashwood’s have verified with the FMB that they have no undischarged bankruptcies 

or relevant and outstanding County Court Judgements 

• Passed credit checks, public record and director checks upon joining. 

• Ashwood’s undergo an independent inspection every three years for building works 

in progress. 

• Ability to offer all customers the option of a building work guarantees available from 

FMB Insurance. 

• Ashwood’s have undergone an independent inspection of building works in progress 

upon application for membership. 

• Show a minimum of twelve months trading history. 

https://www.fmb.org.uk/member-builders/ashwood-building-and-construction-ltd-po11-1js/
https://www.fmb.org.uk/member-builders/ashwood-building-and-construction-ltd-po11-1js/
https://www.fmb.org.uk/member-builders/ashwood-building-and-construction-ltd-po11-1js/
https://www.fmb.org.uk/member-builders/ashwood-building-and-construction-ltd-po11-1js/
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• Furthermore, as a full FMB member, Ashwood’s have shown a minimum of three 

years trading history and have provided one year’s accounts. 

All of this provides our customers and contractors the confidence that Ashwood Building & 

Construction are trusted, genuine and fully insured in case of any unforeseen circumstances. 

Mitsubishi 

 

Samsung  

URL: https://www.freedomhp.co.uk/samsung-eco-heating-systems/    

Samsung’s Air to Water Heating Systems use efficient heat pump technology to deliver 
supreme comfort and low operating costs. 
They provide various combinations of air and water solutions, so you can satisfy your 

specific climate needs year-round. 

Hitachi 

URL: https://www.freedomhp.co.uk/hitachi-heat-pumps/  

With the ever-increasing awareness of climate change, Hitachi has launched a range of 

renewable heating solutions for homes called Yutaki. 

It is clear that our planet is changing, and changes need to be made to the way in which we 

heat our homes.  

Hitachi’s Yutaki range of air to water heat pumps can provide that alternative. 

Napit  

URL: https://www.napit.org.uk/member/21147/ashwood-solar-and-renewables.aspx 

It is important that you get work done by competent people working for businesses who are 

committed to quality, safety and customer care. NAPIT certificated scheme members have 

demonstrated their competence, they hold the necessary insurances and have the right 

processes and procedures to assure compliance. 

NAPIT registered installers are: 

• Able to complete work safely and to legally required standards 

• Regularly assessed to ensure their ongoing competence 

• Capable of working to the very latest health and safety regulations 

• Able to provide you with the necessary certificates to demonstrate the regulatory 

compliance of the work they do. These certificates may be requested by tenants, 

insurance providers and solicitors and may be needed if you are looking to let or 

come to sell your property. 

MCS 

URL: https://www.microgenerationcertification.org/installers-manufacturers/installer-

profile/?ID=110844  

Installer certification includes assessing the supply, design, installation, set-to-work, and 

commissioning of renewable microgeneration technologies. Like the Gas Safe Register, the 

https://www.freedomhp.co.uk/samsung-eco-heating-systems/
https://www.freedomhp.co.uk/samsung-eco-heating-systems/
https://www.freedomhp.co.uk/hitachi-heat-pumps/
https://www.freedomhp.co.uk/hitachi-heat-pumps/
https://www.napit.org.uk/member/21147/ashwood-solar-and-renewables.aspx
https://www.napit.org.uk/member/21147/ashwood-solar-and-renewables.aspx
https://www.microgenerationcertification.org/installers-manufacturers/installer-profile/?ID=110844
https://www.microgenerationcertification.org/installers-manufacturers/installer-profile/?ID=110844
https://www.microgenerationcertification.org/installers-manufacturers/installer-profile/?ID=110844
https://www.microgenerationcertification.org/installers-manufacturers/installer-profile/?ID=110844
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MCS gives installers a mark of quality and demonstrates to the consumer that the installation 

will be completed to the highest quality every time. 

RECC 

The Consumer Code links closely to the Microgeneration Certification Scheme installer and 

product certification scheme. Both of these are run by the Licensee, Gemserv, on behalf of 

Government Any member of the Code member, including all those working on their behalf, 

are expected also to comply with these schemes, or if they sub-contract the work, to ensure 

that those that carry out the work on their behalf comply with these schemes. 

As members of the Renewable Energy Consumer Code, firms agree to abide by the 

Renewable Energy Consumer Code. It covers all the factors that contribute to a high 

standard of consumer service, before, during and after a contract is agreed 

 

These include: 

• Clear information on the systems planned and their performance 

• Acceptable sales and marketing techniques 

• Arrangements for installing and connecting the system 

• The selection and quality of goods supplied 

• Details of the conditions of business that apply 

• The standard of any installation and other on-site work 

• Guarantees, and any maintenance and after-sales services needed 

• What action will be taken to deal with any problems, and 

• Arrangements for monitoring and continuously improving the Code 

TSI 

As a consumer, we know how confusing it can be to ensure you purchase goods and 

services from reputable traders. By choosing to purchase from our code members (approved 

businesses), who display the CCAS logo, you can be sure of the following: 

• Our members always have clear terms and conditions. Look for the Approved Code 

logo. 

• During your purchase, know you are protected. 

• After your purchase, access to a clear complaints and ADR procedure. Businesses 

are regularly audited and monitored to ensure they comply with the high standards 

set by their approved code of practice (code sponsor). By using an approved trader, 

you will have protection above and beyond your normal consumer law rights. 
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Frequently asked questions 
 

We have most questions covered, however we are here to help if it’s not. 
 

Ashwood Building & Construction are constantly asked questions which are easily 

answered, and no question is ever a silly one, better to ask than assume so we have put a 

few together along with the answers. 

 

Do you give free estimates and advice? 

Yes, we do. We find by meeting the client at the job site we can get a feel for the job 

and explain any problems if any with client’s ideas and give some advice as to the 

best way to achieve the end result. 

When I accept your estimate will I have to pay any money up front? 

No, we don’t believe any client should have to pay a builder up front. We work out a 

staged payment system where you pay as the work progresses. 

What happens if we change our mind part way through the job and want to add or 

take something out of the estimate? 

This is not a problem after all you can’t be expected to think of everything at the very 

beginning of the job. Hopefully if we did our bit at the beginning, we won’t have too 

many of these. Sometimes a room will be bigger or smaller than you envisaged so it 

will give you options. What we do is raise a variation form which we both sign this will 

tells us what the change is and what costs if any will be. 

Can you provide drawings and structural calculations, or should we get these done? 

This is up to you. We can provide this service or part off. We will also work with your 

drawings. Normally the drawings have been done before we are involved. 

I have seen on the TV that we should get ourselves a project manager is this true? 

On a self-build it may be required, but for most projects this is not required we will 

manage the job from scheduling labour and materials from start to finish. 

We both work all day how does this effect access and what if we have a question 

when we get home? 

As for access normally, we have arranged with the client for a key or someone to be 

present to allow us access. Any questions you may have can be easily answered 

either by phone, on paper or a site meeting at a time to be decided by both parties. 

Who arranges for inspections and getting the required certificates throughout the 

project and at the end? 

We will do all this for you it is all part of our service. 

Can we supply the materials and fittings and you just supply labour? 

Yes, this is not a problem as long as you supply everything agreed at the beginning 

and it is up to standard, but this will be explained to you so not to worry. This is not 

always the best route for everyone as it can be time consuming and you may not get 

the same volume rate, we get through our trade accounts, which we are able to pass 

on to you as our client.  
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Testimonials 
 

What our customers say, ……. it’s fantastic and for good reason. 
 

Ashwood Building & Construction Ltd have always considered the work and service provided 

to customers to be of very high quality and equal level of satisfaction, exceeding the 

expectations of our customers time & time again, below are comments to show what our 

customers are saying. 

 

RLJ - Hayling Island 

I have had work done by Ashwood Builders on many occasions over the years and have 

found their work to be of a most professional standard. Having a firm that can deal with all 

the aspects of building work is a great advantage. 

I would recommend them to anyone who requires a first-class service. 

 

T.M. – Southsea 
Thank you very much for all your hard work. We are really pleased with the finished kitchen 

and would not hesitate to recommend you to anyone please feel free to use us as a 

reference if required. We will be in touch shortly regarding additional work in the house. 

 

S. Drayton 

Dear Ashwood building and Construction thank you for a wonderful job and completed on 

time and with no increases we would have no hesitation to recommend you to our friend or 

family thank you once again. 

 

J. Hayling 
Thank you for a great job even though it was only a small job; you carried it out so very 

professionally and your team was always respectful, clean and tidy at the end of the day. 

The end result is exactly as we had asked for and you helped so much with your research 

thank you. After being let down by other builders who didn't bother to turn up to look at the 

job or send a quote, your firm proved not all builders are the same. 

 

I.T. – Southsea 

Thank you for the great job you have done on my extension and the doors and windows 

match all the way round thank you. The standard of finish is just perfect even to the smallest 

detail of the screws on all the sockets lined up. It will be a joy to work in my new Kitchen 

Thanks once again to you all. 

 

R.Y. – Eastleigh 
You and your team are just the best, thank you for all the hard work and effort you have put 

in over these passed weeks. The house looks great and all those little things I just kept 

putting off have been done, with the whole house decorated it looks great. I have had it re-

valued and it has gone up in value. So, I am back on the market. 

I will leave your card for the new owners in case they want anything doing. Thanks again.  
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Contact Details 
 

Our family run team of friendly staff are on hand to discuss any current or future projects. 

Please use the details below to contact Ashwood and one of our team will be very happy to 

assist or arrange a first stage consultation with you.  

 

 

Ashwood Building & Construction Ltd 
PO BOX 166 
Hayling Island  
Hampshire 
PO11 1JS 

T: 02392 988 422 
M: 07801 822 079 
E: enquiries@ashwoodbuilders.co.uk 
W: www.ashwoodbuilders.co.uk 
Company No: 06125869 

 

 

Ashwood Solar Ltd 
PO BOX 166 
Hayling Island  
Hampshire 
PO11 1JS 

T: 02392 988 422 
M: 07801 822 079 
E: enquiries@ashwoodsolar.co.uk 

W: www.ashwoodsolar.co.uk 
Company No: 07863964 

 

 
Disclaimer 
 

Accuracy of information 
Ashwood Building & Construction Ltd has made every attempt to ensure the accuracy and 

reliability of the information provided on this website and its downloadable content. 

However, the information is provided "as is" without warranty of any kind. 

Ashwood Building & Construction Ltd does not accept any responsibility or liability for the 

accuracy, content, completeness, legality, or reliability of the information contained on this 

website or within the downloadable content. 


